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PROJECT 41 COLLABORATION: PROPOSED OUTLINE OF WORKSHOP 2  
4-7PM, WEDNESDAY, 2 MARCH 2011, AT STUDIO 41 
 
The original outline for the workshops was to discuss the content in workshop 2. In view of the 
direction of the discussions from workshop 1, it seemed that our emphasis was on a model 
which allowed for curators to “think” and “try”. Let’s shape this workshop towards a discussion 
on a suitable model for project 41.  
 
For general reading, please find look through the links below. Questions to think through are 
listed below each link. 
 
1. “in support of” – a text by Celine Condorelli (researcher in support structures for 
architecture and exhibition practices) on notions of support.  I chose this text because I 
thought it would tease out a different way of approaching the issue of “support” or resources, 
especially given its poetic language. 
http://www.cascoprojects.org/?show=&entryid=132 

- Which are the definitions or methods of support in Condorelli’s text that you find relevant, in 
thinking about project 41? 

2.  Art and curatorial resource platforms related to “thinking” and “trying”: 

a) wrong place – a project in Hong Kong encompassing 4 exhibition experiments, with 
presentation, discussion and open days for each experiment. 
http://www.wrongplace.org/wp_about_exp.html 

b) Doers and/of doings: a pop-up school – an ongoing art project at Sierra Metro, 
Edinburgh, where Travis Souza invites artists on a month-long peer-coaching 
commitment.http://doersandofdoings.wordpress.com/ 

- Which are the specific methods from these two examples you find meaningful, in the context 
of Condorelli’s notions of support? 

 

PART 1: SETTLING DOWN (4 – 4.10pm) 
 
Outline of this workshop, and our roles. 
 
PART 2: IDEAS (4.10 – 5pm) 
 
During workshop 1, we had spoken about how we wouldn’t be able to understand all the 
needs and wants of curators, but we could use ourselves as a basis. This could be a good 
starting point. Could all of us prepare an idea to share, based on either (a) or (b): 
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a) Propose a curatorial project as part of project 41, detailing the kind of possible 
methods/platforms/resources you would find helpful to “think” through your project, 
and “try” it out. 
 

b) Specific formats or programmes for curators to “think” and “try”.  This could be 
informed by some of the educational or curatorial models that you have experienced 
or read about. 
 

Please feel free to bring materials to explain your idea, keeping to 10 minutes. I will have a 
projector and laptop available. 

BREAK (5-5.10pm) 

PART 3: DISCUSSION ON PITCHES (5.10 – 6pm) 
 

1) Small group discussion (5.10 – 5.30pm) 

We’ll break into two groups, to discuss the ideas – what we found interesting, thought could 
be improved, etc. 

The aim of the small group discussion would be to put together a joint-proposal, by adapting / 
distorting the ideas.  

2) Joint-proposal presentation (5.30-6pm) 

Each group to present their joint-proposal, for discussion. 15 minutes for each group. 

 
BREAK  (6-6.10pm) 
 
PART 4: THINK (6.10 – 6.30pm) 
 
I’ve set aside some time for each of us to individually think through what was presented and 
discussed.  
 
At this stage, we would (possibly) have two joint-proposals from Part 3. Lets turn back to the 
objective of project 41, as a resource for curators to think critically on an issue and to obtain 
the resources to experiment.  
 
Based on our insights from the general readings, how have we thought about platform for 
“thinking” and “trying”. Do the joint-proposals address these? If not, how could they be 
adapted? 
 
PART 5: DISCUSSION ON MODEL (S) OF PROJECT 41  (6.30 – 6.50pm) 
 
This part would be a group discussion to share our reflections, and to discuss whether we 
would like to pursue one or both joint-proposals for project 41 (or even a combination of 
both).  
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PART 6: SOME OF THE LOGISTICS (6.50-7pm) 
 
A review of the workshop format and sharing of thoughts towards the third workshop. 

 


